
Greenwich United Way and Charity Navigator 

Talking Points 
 

 Including Direct Impact dollars that are not yet reflected in our revenue, the GUW has 

RAISED over $2.6mm for fiscal year 16/17 

o This is an increase of $400k over last year 

o The first increase in dollars raised since 07/08 and the most raised since 12/13 

 

 Charity Navigator is a snap shot in time (currently looking at organization’s 2012/13-

2014/15) by scraping our financials. This means it does not consider what we currently 

are doing program or revenue wise. 

 

 Over that past “snap shot of time” our program expenses (specifically agency allocations) 

decreased which is what impacts our rating the most. Our rating will not improve unless 

program expenses rise. 

 

 Over that time other local agencies experienced the same trend: UJA, KIC, B&GC. 

 

 Our liquidity rating will improve once the building sale is recognized by Charity 

Navigator. ~2018 

 

 Charity Navigator is only a statistical look at any organization. It does not consider the 

value of what we put into the community in terms of the: Needs Assessment & 

Community Planning (only analysis of its kind for Greenwich that takes hundreds of 

volunteers to complete), Reading Champions (140 volunteers each week tutoring 451 

children in our schools and afterschool programs) and Information and Referral 

(providing a human service directory to the town and other human service agencies). 

 

 Since we have to RAISE every dollar each year (vs collecting fees or government 

subsidies), this impacts our fundraising expense percentage (even with rising revenues). 

Unlike other agencies, we do not have program dollars coming in. Given how Charity 

Navigator calculates ratings, this has a negative impact on grant makers like us vs those 

which provide direct service. 

 

 Our pass through income is low compared to other UWs, and they book this as program 

dollars even though it is not. Other UW’s also take a percentage of pass through dollars 

which makes their overhead appear lower on a % bases vs GUW. 

 

 Our rating will improve with the launch of DI. This is because: 

o Overall program expenses rise ($ into the community via direct programs on top 

of annual community investment grants) 

o DI revenues can not be recognized until programs are launched. Currently we 

have been incurring fundraising expense without the benefit of revenue that we 

have raised.  

o With more overall employee time being spent on these programs, more overhead 

costs (such as rent, for example) currently being booked as admin/management 

and general can be earmarked program.  
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